HAVE NO FEAR
Logline:
To teach her children how to avoid becoming another police brutality victim, activist and
choreographer Adia Whitaker leads her ensemble in the creation of a new stirring performance.
Synopsis:
Choreographer and activist Adia Whitaker is a mother of two. Too many sons and daughters
from her community have been harmed by police brutality. Frustrated by the fleeting media
coverage and public attention, Adia creates a performance piece designed to engage people,
using her lyrics to teach children how to stay safe during encounters with the police. Rehearsals
slowly become a call to action, a form of resistance, and a way to connect with the community.
One Page Synopsis:
Under the leadership of founder and choreographer Adia Tamar Whitaker, Brooklyn-based
performance ensemble, Ase Dance Theatre Collective, prepares a piece to elevate the
conversation around police brutality.
Since its inception, the dance group has been a space for artists of color to address issues
related to identity and race on stage. Now that Adia has two young children to protect, her work
has taken on a new sense of urgency. Too many sons and daughters from her community have
been brutalized by police. What is left after the #ICantBreathe and #HandsUpDontShoot
hashtags fade from public consciousness? Adia seeks to find new ways to engage people with
raw directness and open up a dialogue about police brutality that lives in her audience’s
consciousness even when a case is not in the news. Adia looks to her dance company as a
form of resistance, using song and movement to honor past victims, empower her community
and pass lessons of strength to younger generations. As she explains, her life and the lives of
her children are not a trend. Injustice from the very people sworn to protect them is a reality that
she and her family will have to deal with their whole lives.
Together they discuss the meaning of the movements and gestures they reference, which
combine traditional dance with contemporary issues. The film opens with a glimpse inside
rehearsal as Adia and her dancers work through a sequence that portrays a violent encounter
with the police during an arrest. The company’s music and movements are shot in different
environments as the piece evolves. However, as Adia makes clear, rehearsals are not simply
about preparing for the stage. Instead, they are a call to action, an opportunity to connect with
the community. We follow Adia and her company as they spread their message throughout their
neighborhood in Brooklyn, expressing the need for unity with strangers they meet on the street.
Intimate moments between Adia and her children are captured, connecting the artist’s life with
her creative process. Her piece is like a manual for children. Adia conveys practical “know your
rights” training by explaining ways to stay safe during encounters with police in the lyrics of her
songs. The same songs she creates for Ase performances are used as nursery rhymes and
lullabies at home.
The piece is only one element of a larger “four-part movement prayer.” Adia says the work is
structured in the tradition of an African folklore "revolution piece," a format the film loosely
follows. Echoing these revolution pieces, Adia’s performance begins with a public call to join a
cause. It continues with community unification and mobilization, building to a revolt. The last

shot is the entire company addressing the audience, forcing them to grapple with the issue
despite discomfort or difficulty.
This is a film about an artist and black mother trying to turn her fears into direct action, as Adia
teaches her children and her company how to stay strong, express themselves, and interface
with a world that is not always safe or just.
ARTIST STATEMENT
Have No Fear was made in collaboration with Adia Whitaker, founder and choreographer of Ase
Dance Theatre Collective. From the moment we met Adia, we knew we were in the presence of
an extraordinary person, with a lot to express and a captivating way of doing it. We went to her
home during our first meeting together and recorded some lyrics from a piece she was working
on with her ensemble. The lyrics included some African and Haitian folklore elements, but
mostly sounded like specific instructions for young people on how to behave when interacting
with the police. There were references to police brutality cases to further drive the point home.
She explained to us the meaning behind the words and how she imagined she was singing to
educate young children of color; she referred to her song as a ‘manual’ she wanted to leave
behind for them. As we started recording again, she began singing not only into the microphone
but also to her little boy, whom she was breastfeeding. It was her lullabye. This powerful image,
and the sense of urgency in her eyes when she discussed her piece, made us realize that we
had a responsibility to honor Adia and share her important work.
Our different backgrounds didn’t give us pause because we never gave consideration to
individual authorship. The goal was to get Adia’s message to come through and, while some
artistic intervention on our part was inevitable, we ultimately felt like a conduit to something
much bigger than us. This is a film about a black mother and artist trying to turn her fears into
direct action, as Adia teaches her children and her company how to be strong, express
themselves, and interface with a world that is not always safe or just. We hope the film serves
as a reminder of the all-consuming fear caused by police brutality that parents and communities
of color experience every day, especially in the absence of news coverage, when the issue is
largely forgotten.
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Àṣẹ Dance Theatre Collective is a professional, neo-folkloric performance ensemble that
specializes in Dance Theater from the African Diaspora. The company is currently made up of
seven female dancer/vocalists, two male freestyle dancer/spoken word artists, two musicians
and one vocalist.
Under the artistic direction of its founder, Adia Tamar Whitaker, a dancer/choreographer and
vocalist from San Francisco’s Bay Area, this Brooklyn based dance theater collective is
dedicated to preserving the past, present and future of the African presence in the “New World”.
Since 2000, ASE has presented work that links contemporary dance, original vernacular
movement and traditional dance theater from the African Diaspora to conceptual ideas in the
human experience. The current repertoire features a variety of multi-media dance theater and
music works composed by Adia Tamar Whitaker. ASE also performs as a folkloric
music ensemble and provides interactive educational performances for children K-12.
Under the musical direction of Sekou Alaje, ASE presents the African Diaspora’s diverse dance
http://asedance.com/the-company/adia-tamar-whitaker/

